Abstract. Several cases of the monomial conjecture are proved. An equivalent form of the direct summand conjecture is discussed.
t n satisfies MC for t 0. We will have several more applications of this result in Section 2. We recall that there is no loss of generality in assuming A to be a complete local normal domain. In our most recent work we established the validity of CEC over i) A/xA when A is a complete local normal domain and x ∈ mJ 1 [D3] , ii) any almost complete intersection domain A or any almost complete intersection ring A over which p (= the mixed characteristic) is a non-zero-divisor [D4] , iii) rings of the form R/Ω, where R is a complete Gorenstein ring such that the complete local normal domain A is a homomorphic image of R, dimR = dimA, and Ω is the canonical module of A [D4] , and iv) complete local normal domains A for which Ω is S 3 . Thus MC holds in all the above cases.
The main results of this paper are arranged in the following way.
In Section 1, first we reduce the study of MC to almost complete intersection rings. Recall that, due to the results mentioned earlier, the problem boils down to almost complete intersection rings of depth 0. Next we prove the following:
Theorem (1.3). MC holds over all local rings if and only if for every almost complete intersection ring
A and for every s.o.p. x 1 , . . . , x n of A, (A/x) > (H 1 (x; A)) (H 1 (x; A) denotes H 1 of the Koszul complex K • (x; A) on x 1 , . . . , x n ).
As a corollary we derive:
Corollary. Over an almost complete intersection ring A, x 1 , . . . , x n satisfies MC in the following cases: a) when H 1 (x; A) v is not cyclic (M v =Hom A (M, E(k))); and b) when H 1 (x; A) is decomposable.
So, the crucial case is when H 1 (x; A) v is cyclic. Our next theorem states:
Theorem (1.6). Given an s.o.p. x 1 , . . . , x n of a complete local domain A, we can construct y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , each y i ∈ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, such that the ideal (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x n ) = the ideal (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x t n satisfies MC for t 0.
Recall that x 1 , . . . , x n satisfies MC if and only if y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x n , as above, satisfies the same. Our proof exploits the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity to a large extent.
In Section 2, our first result states the following:
Corollary 1(2.1). Any s.o.p. x 1 , . . . , x n of A with x n ∈ mJ satisfies MC. 
Corollary (2). Given a local ring

Proposition (2.2).
Given an s.o.p. x 1 , . . . , x n of A, we can construct y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , such that (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x j ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) for some j ∈ [1, . . . , n], and for every z ∈ J for which y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , z is an s.o.p., y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x j z satisfies MC.
In Section 3, we raise the following question. Let R be a complete regular local ring and let
Question. Does S possess a zero-divisor which is also a minimal generator of S over R?
In (3.1) we show how this question is related to DSC and in (3.2) we prove that the answer is in the affirmative in the following cases: i) when R contains a field and ii) when S has a minimal prime P such that S/P is normal. 
and 
Hom R (S, R) has a structure of an S-module: f ∈ Hom R (S, R), λ ∈ S, (λf )(x) = f(λx). Since S is a module-finite extension of R, Hom R (S, R) is a canonical module over S; and since S in Gorenstein, Hom R (S, R) is isomorphic to S as Smodules. Now
And it is easy to check that Hom
Corollary. i splits as an
Remarks. 1. The proof of the above proposition and the corollary are valid even when R is a complete Gorenstein ring. 2.
In the fall of 1993, I was visiting P. Roberts at the University of Utah. When I told him about the above result, he made me aware of the following result due to Strooker and Stückrad.
Main Result, [Str-Stü] . Let S be any complete intersection. Then MC is equivalent to the truth of (P) for all complete intersection ring S where (P) is the following:
(P): Let α be an ideal in the ring S of height 0. Then Ann S α is not contained in any parameter ideal of S.
The above result of Strooker and Stückrad has already appeared in printmoreover it is more general than the proposition we had in the beginning of this section. But our proofs are completely different. Since their result can be used in a more straightforward manner, in this section, by (1.1) we will always mean their Main Result. We will get back to our proposition in Section 3.
Mostly we will use the following: Let x 1 , . . . , x n be an s.o.p. of A and let Ω be the canonical module Hom S (A, S), where S is a complete intersection ring such that A = S/I and dimS = dimA. If x 1 , . . . , x n denote a lift of x 1 , . . . , x n in S such that x 1 , . . . , x n is an s.o.p. of S, then x 1 , . . . , x n satisfies MC if and only if Ω ⊂ (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Henceforth we will also denote this lift x 1 , . . . , x n by x 1 , . . . , x n , respectively, when there is no room for confusion.
Proposition. MC holds for all local rings if and only if MC holds for all local almost complete intersections.
Proof. In one direction there is nothing to prove! Let us assume that MC holds for all local almost complete intersections.
Let A be a complete local domain. Then A = S/P , where S is a complete intersection and P ∈ Ass(S) is such that P S P = 0. Write Ω =Hom S (A, S). Then we can find λ ∈ P such that λ / ∈ U{q/q ∈ Ass(S), q = P }. It is easy to see that Ω =Hom S (S/λS, S). By hypothesis MC is valid over S/λS. So Ω is not contained in any parameter ideal of S, by (1.1). Hence A satisfies MC (1.1).
Theorem. MC is valid if and only for any local almost complete intersection A and for any
(Here x stands for the ideal (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and H 1 (x; A) stands for H 1 of the Koszul complex K • (x 1 , . . . , x n ; A)).
Proof. By the above proposition we need to prove MC only for local almost complete intersections. Let A = S/λS, where S is a local complete intersection and dimA = dimS. Write Ω =Hom(S/λS, S). We have the following short exact sequence:
Suppose MC holds. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be any s.o.p. in A and let x 1 , . . . , x n be a lift of x 1 , . . . , x n , respectively, in S such that x 1 , . . . , x n form an s.o.p. in S. Then Ω ⊂ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) (1.1). Applying ⊗S/x S to (1), we get
Corollary. Let A be a local almost complete intersection. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be an s.o.p. of A. Then x 1 , . . . , x n satisfies MC in the following cases:
The proof is immediate from the fact that if Ω ⊂ x S, then
Remarks. 1. It follows from the above that for successful completion of MC, the crucial case is the study of almost complete intersections A for which H 1 (x; A) v is cyclic.
2. We would like to remind the reader that the proof of Theorem (2.2) in [D4] shows that, by induction on the dimension of A, the CEC (hence MC) is valid for almost complete intersection rings of positive depth.
1.4.
Before proceeding to prove our next theorem (1.6), we recall certain facts about superficial elements in a local ring A. For the definition and properties of superficial elements we refer the reader to [N] and [Sa] . In [Sa] , Samuel proved that, given any s.o.p. x 1 , . . . , x n of A, ∃ y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ∈ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) such that i) each y i is a superficial element in (x 1 , . . . , x n ), ii) (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x n ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), and iii) (Hilbert multiplicity) e(y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x n ; A) = e(y 2 , . . . , y n−1 , x n ; A/y 1 A) = e(y 3 , . . . , y n−1 , x n ; A/(y 1 , y 2 )A) = · · · = e(x n , A/(y 1 , . . . , y n−1 )).
Proposition. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be an s.o.p. of a local ring A such that e(x 1 , . . . , x n ; A) = e(x 2 , . . . , x n ; A/x 1 A) = · · · = e(x n ; A/(x 1 , . . . , x n−1 )).
Then H i (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; A) is a module of finite length for every i > 0.
Proof. We abbreviate the ideal (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ) by x n−1 . Let P 1 , . . . , P r be the minimal primes of x n−1 . Then e(x n ; A/x n−1 ) = r i=1 ((A/x n−1 ) Pi )e(x n ; A/P i ).
(1)
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On the other hand, by the associativity property for Hilbert multiplicity, we have e(x 1 , . . . , x n ; A) = r i=1 e(x n ; A/P i )e(x n−1 ; A Pi ).
We refer to [N] for (1) and (2). Recall that e(x n−1 ; A Pi ) = n−1 j=0 (−1) j H j (x n−1 ; A Pi ) [Se] . Write χ · e(x n ; A/P i ).
Since e(x n ; A/P i ) > 0, we must have χ =⇒ H j (x n−1 ; A Pi ) = 0 for every j ≥ 1 and for every i = 1, 2, . . . , r =⇒ (H j (x n−1 ; A)) < ∞, for every j ≥ 1. (Recall : dimH j (x n−1 ; A) ≤ 1.) 1.5. Proposition. Let A be a local ring and let x 1 , . . . , x n be an s.o.p. of A. Then there exist y 1 , . . . , y n−1 in (x 1 , . . . , x n ) such that (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x n ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and (A/(y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x t n )) > (H 1 (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x t n ; A)) for t 0.
Proof. Write y n−1 for (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ) and x for (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Following Samuel [Sa] , we choose y 1 , . . . , y n−1 in x such that each y i is a superficial element in x and (y n−1 , x n ) satisfy the properties i), ii) and iii) mentioned at the beginning of 1.4. Then (H j (y n−1 ; A)) < ∞ for every j ≥ 1. We consider the following exact sequence:
Note that for t 0 we have: a) x t n H 1 (y n−1 ; A) = 0, and b) ((0 : x t n )A/y n−1 ) is constant. Moreover, for every t > 0, (A/(y n−1 , x t n )) − ((0 : x t n )A/y n−1 ) = e(x t n ; A/y n−1 ) > 0. As t increases, (A/(y n−1 , x t n )) increases, and hence there is a t 0 for which e(x t n ; A/y n−1 ) > (H 1 (y n−1 ; A)) = (H 1 (y n−1 ; A)/x t n H 1 (y n−1 ; A)). Thus (A/(y n−1 , x t n )) > (H 1 (y n−1 , x t n ; A)). 1.6. Theorem. Let A be a complete local domain and let x 1 , . . . , x n be an s.o.p. of A. Then there exist y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ∈ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) such that (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x n ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x t n satisfies MC for t 0.
Proof. As pointed out in the proof of Proposition (1.2), we can replace A by S/λS, where S is a complete intersection, A = S/P , dimS = dimA and λ is an element in P suitably chosen, such that Ω =Hom S (A, S) =Hom S (S/λS, S). Moreover x 1 , . . . , x n can be lifted to an s.o.p. in S, and hence can assume x 1 , . . . , x n (actually images of x 1 , . . . , x n respectively) is an s.o.p. in S/λS. Write B = S/λS.
By Proposition 1.1, it is enough to prove our theorem over B. By Theorem (1.3), x 1 , . . . , x n satisfies MC if and only if (B/xB) > (H 1 (x; B) ). By Proposition (1.5) we can choose y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ∈ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) such that (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x n ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , x n ) and (B/(y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x t n )) > (H 1 (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x t n ; B)) for t 0. So by Theorem  (1.3), y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x t n satisfies MC over B, and hence over A (Proposition (1.1) ).
1.7. Remark. We noted in (1.3) that for an s.o.p. x 1 , . . . , x n , in an almost complete intersection A, to satisfy MC it is necessary and sufficient that (A/xA) > (H 1 (x; A) ) (here x stands for (x 1 , . . . , x n )). In our proofs of Proposition (1.5) and Theorem (1.6) we understood that by modifying x 1 , . . . , x n , if necessary, we can assume e(x; A) = e(x 2 , . . . , x n ; A/x 1 A) = · · · = e(x n ; A/x n−1 ). Here x n−1 stands for (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ). Thus, in order that x 1 , . . . , x n satisfy MC, we must have e(x n ; A/x n−1 ) > (H 1 (x n−1 ; A)/x n H 1 (x n−1 ; A)). This implies, by a simple checking, that for x 1 , . . . , x n to satisfy MC on an almost complete intersection ring A, we must have
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In this section we are going to explore some ramifications of the following theorem. For proof we refer the reader to Theorem 2.3 in [D2] . Corollary 1. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be an s.o.p. of A such that x n ∈ mJ. Then x 1 , . . . , x n satisfies MC.
Let
Proof. By hypothesis, (A/J +(x 1 , . . . , x n−1 )) < ∞. Hence J ⊂ (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ) and the image of J is an ideal of height 1 in A/(x 1 , . . . x n−1 ). Since x n ∈ mJ, J cannot be contained in (x 1 , . . . , x n ). So we are done by the above theorem.
Remark. We would like to remind the reader of an important result on CEC in this context: Theorem 3.1 of [D3] says that if x is a non-zero divisor in mJ 1 , then A/xA satisfies CEC. . . , x n of A, we can find y 1 , . . . , y n−1 such that (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x j ) for some j ∈ [1, 2, . . . , n] and y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x j z satisfies MC for every z ∈ J such that y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , z is an s.o.p. of A (J as in 2.1).
Proof. Recall that htJ ≥ 1. Write A for A/J, and x i for the image of x i in A. Then (A/(x 1 , . . . , x n )) < ∞. Hence we can find elements y 1 , . . . , y n−1 in A such that i) (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ) ⊂ (x 1 , . . . , x n ), ii) y 1 , . . . , y n−1 contains an s.o.p. of A, and iii) (y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x j ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) for some j ∈ [1, . . . , n]. Let z ∈ J be such that y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , z is an s.o.p. of A. Then y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , x j z is also an s.o.p. of A. So, we are done by Corollary 1 of (2.1).
Remark. Note that J generates a primary ideal of height 1 in A/(y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ). Thus we obtain another proof of Theorem (1.6) as a corollary to the above proposition.
3
We now state the two conjectures which will be used in the next two theorems. 1) Canonical Element Conjecture (CEC; Hochster). In elementary terms this conjecture asserts the following ( [H2] ): Let (A, m, K) be a local ring. Then for every free resolution
of K and for every system of parameters
A) denotes the Koszul complex on x 1 , · · · , x n over A) which lifts the quotient surjection A/x → K, then φ n : K n (x; A) → A sn is non-zero. 2) Direct Summand Conjecture (DSC; Hochster). Let R be a regular local ring and f : R → A be a module-finite extension. Then f splits as an R-module map ( [H1] , [H2] ). We already discussed the progress made so far in the study of these conjectures in the introduction. Let R be complete regular local ring of dimension n. . Then S is a complete local ring-a complete intersection of dimension n. Moreover S is a free R-module of rank d 1 d 2 · · · d t . It is not difficult to see that any module-finite extension domain A of R can be obtained as S/P , where P is a minimal prime of S, for some such choice of S as above.
Let x ( = 0) be any zero-divisor in S. Write I = Ann S xS. Then we have the following theorem.
3.1. Theorem. The direct summand conjecture holds over R if and only if I contains a minimal generator of S over R, for every such x and S as described above.
Proof. Write A = S/xS. Then by Proposition (1.1), the direct summand conjecture holds for A if and only if I ⊂ mS, i.e. if and only if I contains a minimal generator of S. On the other hand, for any module finite extension R → A, A a domain, we can construct S as above, and we will have a minimal prime ideal P of S such that A = S/P . Choose an x ∈ P −∈Ass(S)−P . Then Ω = Hom S (A, S) = Hom S (S/xS, S) = I.
Hence we are done by Proposition (1.1).
